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This had so much promise to it. I was highly disappointed when one of the games most known for its fast paced action had a
sequel resulting in slow, lumbering combat that sapped all possible enjoyment out of it.

The game could have been so much more and fell right on its face.

This is one of those rare titles that desperately needs an overhaul. Someone needs to rebuild this game using a newer Unreal
engine version and speed up the movements to enhance the fun of the combat. The game could still be great one day if it would
just be done right.. I find this game boring. The Last Mission is your typical indie FPS made with Unity and featuring endless
waves of zombies...

POSITIVES
+N\/A

NEGATIVES
-0 objective
-1 map
-1 enemy type
-2 weapons

Verdict: Feels like an improved version of The Slaughtering Grounds but that's not saying much...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=j9O7XjfAW0s

Rating:
0.5 \/ 10. This game is a pretty fun addition to the genre. It has some neat mechanics with the helpers' abilities that you can use
to locate hidden items. However, this mechanic can also be a bit of a pain, because you have to scan the whole screen for spots
to use these powers, which can turn into a pixel hunting adventure. This may only apply to the harder difficulty, I'm not sure, as
that's the only one I played.

The ending isn't really satisfying, as I guess they are looking to make a follow up. In addition, they claim it has 6+ hours of
gameplay, but I beat the game in 3 hours without the use of a walkthrough and did all the puzzles.

I'd recommend it if you like playing Hidden Object Games, but the fact that it can be beaten in half the time claimed was pretty
frustrating.. This game was horrible,. Ive been trying to find a game for like 20 mins , its super embarssing for developers..
Overall a pretty good game, have only had one run through where I was found guilty and faced the guillotine (those French love
a good beheading). Which I found disappointing as I consider myself quite a good liar and have managed to get myself off in
some dicey situations in real life where I have been found covered in blood with a 14-inch blade in my hand.

Anyway a unique game with a thought provoking approach, you know you're guilty but you have to come up with a believable
explanation to put forward to the judge and free yourself of the crime.

Graphics are good but really it's a more story driven game than how good the grass looks as the wind blows through it. I played
something similar recently called The Deed where I had to murder my sister and set up another to take the fall for it. That was
pretty basic compared to this but still enjoyable having to commit a murder and make sure you are not implicated. The Deed
was more about doing the crime where this is you have already done it and need a good alibi and story to get you off.

Anyway, a pretty good game for those who like to commit the perfect murder and lord knows any of us who have played COD
MP have thought in the past how to get away with murder as some young teen yells abuse about our mothers as they 360 no
scope you.. That's my childhood over there. I love this game.. Its a good game I enjoy it, but it crashes a lot. Form me certain
events or places had a 100% crash rate. Hence it makes the game not really playable. Getting the bugs fixed will make it a nice
game. However atm its just frustrating. I think in the 3.6 hours I played it, the game froze like 10 - 15 times. Freezing both in
game and during the loading screen. What is also strange it the game lacks an autosave function (well none that I could find). So
you need to manually save ALL the time incase of freezing. At least if the game auto saved before each loading screen that
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would take away some of the pain.

Its fun play it, but expect the pain of a buggy game. I will not be playing it. My time is valuable to me and this just keeps
freezing.
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All I can say is 'WOW'. This game completely understands and utilizes what made 90s horror games so nerve-racking.

From the very beginning I was expecting jumpscares to be at the forefront of this title, given the contrast between settings in the
screenshots, but I couldn't have been more wrong. It fully embraces its aesthetic and manipulates it in just the right way to give
you a feeling of unease that gradually increases as you delve deeper into what's going on with this town. I felt a genuine dread
with every level, and couldn't wait to see what awaited me as I continued onward. I don't want to spoil anything, so I'll just end
with this: if you've ever been creeped out by a game that came out during the mid-90s, this will absolutely recapture whatever it
is you felt. Buy this game.

Bravo to the developers. This was fantastic.. Wasteland Angel after 2 minutes of playing causes retardation. There should be a
warning label.. Thank you devs for releasing this wonderfully detailed cosmos and continuing the Last Dream story! I have been
watching YouTube videos of the first four continents - everything is so stunningly cool! I was going to wait until The Humble
Store in a few weeks, but the wait dragged me to Steam. Plus, I want to support you guys. I would have paid more if I could!!.
addicting game. 4\/10
This game is infuriating. I want to love it and have to advise people to stay away. The controls just don't make an ounce of
sense.
1) I couldn't do something, checked online and found a bunch of stuff "hidden" that you could use. What?!!??!
2) I have frustratingly zoomed out. Couldn't find a way to zoom back in again. Pressed all of the buttons. Nothing worked.
Restarted the game and found that I am still zoomed out. It looks like I will have to continue playing a mile away from where I
should be! ***What?!?!?!?!

I can't recommend this. The developers have come up with a great idea, but haven't paid the slightest attention to the basics of
game development, and as such, this is unplayable.

What a shame!. Music is good, Carl Cox validates!!. I will start by saying that I had doubts about buying this since its a mobile
game, only had a few buyers on steam and it had mixed reviews.

Upon buying it, my doubts were washed away. The game itself is simple in concept but rewarding in more ways than one. Every
level is short but challenging and they get harder as you progress. There are several enemy types as well as elite versions of said
types and all can easily make your life difficult if your not skilled with stealth or aiming. The fighting style is smart and
refreshing compaired to standard shooting games (you can choose to concentrate all fire on one enemy and end the battle quick
or aim at several enemy's for crowd controle) and every enemy you kill results in you wasting bullets (enemy's do drop bullet
packs at randome intervals). Leveling up drops demon souls which are rare items that you use to upgrade your damage,
movement speed, accuracy and health (souls can also be found in levels or dropped by enemy's at random so be sure to scout
every level). The graphics are also nice to look at even though its a mobile game. Finally, the story; something of a mix between
Underworld, ghost in the shell and the matrix (but with demons and demigods instead of vamps and machines). Overall, this is a
fun game worth a playthrough. Every bullet fired sent a chill down my spine and just changing the characters aim position while
in an enclosed room gave me a feeling of "Just send more my way!"

9.9\/10. Run&Jump Platformer with puzzle elements, in VR.

Extremely cute graphics with what would be vibrant colors without the slightly overdone bloom, great soundtrack, infuriating to
play at first due to the weird control scheme and a factor I'll explain in a bit, but once you get the hang of it (remember that the
Vive touchpad can be super sensitive) it works well and is actually fun (albeit still rage-quit inducing at times).

The one thing to keep in mind is that the princess is dumb as breadcrumb. She will walk in a straight line to the point you are
pointing at, even if there is an abyss in front of her. This is really just as as it is in every other run and jump (when was the last
time Mario jumped over a gap although you forgot to press 'A'? , but due to VR and the very nice modelling and animation
work she looks semi-real and you kind of expect her to have some semblance of intelligence and autonomie ... which she really
really doesn't have.

Still... a very nice, child friendly game I'll gladly recommend.

. Loved the first one and love this one aswell.
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